AbstractWhen analyzing the data of photos and videos, it's very important to determine the shooting time and place. Usually, we can get the sun's shadow from the pictures and videos and establish different mathematical models to solve time and space positioning problems by the known parameters.
The Model for Analemmatic Sundial

Determination of the Hour Angle
In this paper, the reference time is the time when the solar elevation angle of observation points to maximum [2] , so the formula of hour angle is as follows:
.
(1) t -the hour angle, T -the time in seconds after the reunification of the unit, λ -the geographic longitude value.
Determination of the Solar Declination
According to the law that earth move around the sun forming the declination, the formula to determine the solar declination is as follows [3] : .
(2) N -the number of days since the beginning of January 1 each year, whose range is (1,365).
Determination of the Solar Elevation Angle
Solar elevation angle is the most important factor which determining the Earth's surface to get the amount of solar thermal energy, which varies with local time and the sun's declination. Solar elevation angle is calculated as follows:
. (3) δ -the solar declination, φ -the geographical latitude of observing location, t -the hour angle.
Determination of the Length of the Shadow
Sun light irradiating to earth can be approximately looked as parallel light. The object itself, the shadow of the object and the light between the top of the object and the top of the shadow can form a right triangle. The length of the shadow can be determined by the trigonometric function, the formula is:
. (4) h -the height of the sun, b -the height of the object, a -the shadow length. Contacting the above formulas, we can get the formula which can calculate the length of shadow.
The |y/x| Scale Model for Point Forecast
When doing sentinel forecasting work, we usually get some static continuous pictures about a fixture, in some cases even shooting date and fixture height are unknown. At this time, if you want to get the fixture location and date of capture, just in terms of its physical characteristics, not only it's a huge amount of work, but has low success rate. To effectively solve this problem, we establish a |y/x| scale model combining dynamic measurement error analysis. According to the picture obtain fixture's shadow vertex coordinates, substitute the |y/x| scale model, using MATLAB programming to determine the final fixture position coordinates and date taken. Thus greatly reduce the workload and improve the success rate.
|y/x| Scale Model
The moment of greatest Solar elevation angle is the local noon time, that is the shortest shadow length. If knowing noon time and comparing with a predetermined time, then know the fixture's longitude value.
For latitude, according to the principle of relativity, after converting the coordinate system, different locations for a fixture shadow trajectory is uniquely determined. Combined shadow coordinate information based on longitude and geometric dimensions, altitude value of the fixture can be calculated.
For shooting date, there is a certain relationship between the date and declination, so can use this to solve the date. After solving the shooting date, fixture location can also be obtained.
In the process of establishing the model, the fixture height is unknown. In order to avoid the position by setting the height parameter to result in uncertainty, calculate latitude and longitude innovative-separately, and apply Orthogonal-multinomial fitting method into the relationship between time points and shadows, obtain fixture's longitude value. When solving latitude, use Analemmatic sundial model to calculate time angle, and then embedded in geometry thereby obtaining fixture's latitude [4] .
Longitude Solving
Through the pictures, shooting shadow's vertex coordinates x and y values about different moments can be obtained, using the Pythagorean theorem can get shadow length l, that is:
. (5) After reunification shooting time units, the x-coordinate for horizontal, the y-coordinate for vertical, as the fitting error value R 2 close to 1 for the principle, select the order starting from 1, for data points using MATLAB with Orthogonal Multinomial Fitting Method, till to R 2 value nearest 1 or equal to 1, return to the equation with the order m:
. (6) So the lowest point of the equation can be obtained, that is the minimum shadow in one day, this time is the noon time of fixture's location. Use this time minus the predetermined standard time, then expressing it in longitude, that is the fixture's location.
Latitude and Date Solving
Because the shooting date is unknown, so the value of declination is unknown, then there are two variables in |y/x| scale model. But the range of latitude and declination are known, respectively (-90,90) and (-23,23 ). In view of this situation, we will model |y/x| as a variable m, according to data, can calculate the real value of y/x, and based on this determine the range of m. Next enumerate latitude and declination, because longitude has been obtained, substitute longitude into Analemmatic sundial model, then can determine the latitude formula parameters, namely use |y/x| scale model to solve the satisfying range of m and the value of latitude and declination, finally obtain latitude and declination values depending on different times, analyze and select a suitable latitude and declination value as the estimated value of the location.
Latitude and declination selection rules: First, consider the actual situation that is eliminating the point at sea, and then select a value at each time point from the remaining data in the plural. Using MATLAB to solve multiple sets of latitude and declination values at different times, and then according to rules based screening program to select, then can get multiple sets of predicted values.
Dynamic Measurement Error Filter Rule
To further precise latitude solving, introducing dynamic measurement error analysis method, that is according to the equation, shadow length and latitude correspond with a linear relationship, so the time value and latitude should also be consistent with a linear relationship. According to the different time values to correct the calculated latitude values, can obtain difference figure and table. Select 1 ‰ as screening index for the error, to get the more precise fixture's latitude value.
Model Application
The shadow's coordinate data has been captured, as follows: Analyze the data and combine with the selection rules, we get 19 ° N latitude, the 10 °declination. Substitute into the declination equation, get N = 108, which can get the date for April 18.
Correspond different moments and latitude values for dynamic error measurement filter, can obtain figure as follows.
As 
The Model for Video Temporal Location
When carrying out the investigation, unannounced visits and anti-reconnaissance work, you usually get the video information of a building and you need this information to determine the location of the shooting for expanding further track work. In order to reduce workload, improving efficiency and success rate, you should structure a video temporal positioning model.
It is difficult to determine the shadow length of a point in time from the video. Firstly, it must process the video to get the picture frame by frame. By watching the video, we can know that change took place in the length of the shadow is not obvious in a short time. If you just rely on the naked eye to observe, it must be a great error in the length of the shadow. So in order to get accurate length of the shadow, we must use a high-precision computer to process. MATLAB can do it and specific processing is as follows.
Screen Obtaining and Gray Handling
Frame picture is the smallest unit's single-image in screen image animation, which can reflect all the information of the video at this moment. MATLAB can process the video. Using Videoreader Function reads each of the video frames, then using the cyclic program to obtain frames that have the same time interval [5] . According to the length of the video, select the corresponding time interval. But the different of fixtures and shadow's color is not obvious, so it should be gray handled to highlight their main characteristics. The Ndims Function can judge whether the image is gray, Rgb2gray Function can convert a color image into a gray image. So using Ndims Function to determine whether the image is gray screen, and then using Rgb2gray Function convert a color image into a gray image. Finally, make sure that all images are completely converted into gray images.
Determination of the Length of the Shadow
Because the same proportional relationship between body image and the actual object, we need to determine the ratio of the fixation length and shadow length in image, and then determine the length of shadow by the ratio.
The Ginput Function can determine and give the coordinates of the crosshairs, so we can use the function to determine the coordinates (x 1 , y 1 ) of the fixture's tail or the shadow's tail (both at a point), coordinate (x 2 , y 2 ) of the fixture's top and coordinates (x 3 , y 3 ) of the shadow's top. Thus we can obtain the relationship between the length of the fixture and the length of the shadow. Similarly, we can get actual length of the shadow corresponding to all the images and make the length of shadow one by one with the time reading from the frames.
Determination of the Data and Location of Shooting
After solving the length of shadow, we can take the information into established model. Firstly, calculate the longitude and use MATLAB programming to select latitude and declination and determine the shooting date. Then anti-substitute the shooting date into the formula for solving the latitude to determine latitude. Finally, use dynamic measurement error screening to determine latitude and get the required information.
Evaluation of the Model
a) Because the height of fixture is unknown, we innovatively use the method which separate latitude and longitude to calculate. Avoiding deficiency and indeterminacy of results that due to the rules or parameters which set by human. Making the shadow's length and time as variable, then trying to take more values Order orthogonal polynomial curve to test which fit best. Next we make R 2 as evaluation and get a perfect linear relationship. Finally use the equation to get the longitude value.
b) For video locating, we use Ginput Function in processing the video to generate the gray picture which is with the same time interval. Further, we can get the changes of the shadow length even if the date is unknown, we could combine with the previous model to obtain video shooting location and shoot time. c) Initially, latitude value for each set of data was not the only one. In order to improve the accuracy of the results and reduce the deviation from various factors, we use dynamic measurement error screening method to analyze and exclude the error of resulting value of each set of latitude. Ultimately, determining the appropriate latitude value, and obtaining accurate result.
d) When facing a large amount of data, you can import map latitude and longitude coordinates to the software for the first time screening. Then using MATLAB to sort and classify according to the first screening to find latitude value in the middle position. In this way, it can be automated without human intervention.
e) The methods for the different types of information aim to structure the corresponding model, which can solve the special problem. Not only improving the work efficiency and reducing the workload, but also improving the accuracy and ensuring the success rate. In the investigation, anti-reconnaissance, locating prediction, temporal and spatial positioning and other fields, it has a wide range of applications.
